SAFER: NSC creates task force to provide guidance on returning to work safely

By Barry Bottino, associate editor

"We've seen hundreds of folks – organizations large and small, individuals, practitioners across all sorts of industries and backgrounds – raise their hand and say, 'I want to help.'"

– John Dony, National Safety Council

As traditional work and operations begin to resume amid the COVID-19 pandemic, safety and health are on the minds of employers and employees alike.

To help guide both groups through the process safely, the National Safety Council has launched SAFER: Safe Actions for Employee Returns, a comprehensive, multifaceted initiative that is bringing together nonprofit organizations, businesses, medical professionals, government agencies and trade associations with the intent of developing industry- and risk-specific resources and recommendations for U.S. employers of all sizes.

Although various states, agencies and industry groups have released specific guidance, the council’s goal is to create an all-encompassing set of resources focused on worker safety now and in a post-pandemic environment.

“We saw a lot of good resources being put into the public conversation,” said John Dony, director of the Campbell Institute at NSC and the council’s staff lead on SAFER, “but they were maybe a little narrowly focused or only on one specific issue or type of work environment.

Over the next several weeks, NSC is anticipating additional “deeper dive” documents to be published, based on four categories:

- Office environments
- Enclosed industrial (manufacturing, etc.)
- Open industrial (construction, etc.)
- Public-facing environments (retail, health care, utility work, etc.)

“We’ll be really building out the framework with more depth,” said Dony, who added that the task force will expand the guidelines and recommendations based on contributors who have shared their procedures, as well as include various documents from agencies such as OSHA, NIOSH, FEMA and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

“From there, we’ll be iterating these documents as people begin to actually see what it’s like to come back into their (work) environment,” he said.

As the library of documents grows and impacts workplaces, SAFER eventually will be aimed at influencing public policymakers and health officials to ensure worker safety and health.

How to get involved
Dony said organizations of any size can contribute to the initiative, regardless of whether they’re NSC members.

For up-to-date information, visit NSC.org/SAFER and click “Sign up for SAFER resources.”

To contribute to the work of the task force, email safer@nsc.org.

Along with working with the task force, contributors are needed to review documents and resources or add input during a comment period.

“We’ve seen hundreds of folks – organizations large and small, individuals, practitioners across all sorts of industries and backgrounds – raise their hand and say, ‘I want to help,’” Dony said. “It speaks to the passion and commitment of the safety community.”